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LIFE AND OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES

Joy James

Pre- and postmortems attending U.S. society are intricately woven into histories of legal discourse and political hubris that oversee executions and penalties administered by the state. Official language seeks to shape our memories of what is right by law. The counterdiscourse prepares our minds for what is just.

On behalf of the United States and its society, an elite sector of the United States is allowed to kill and torture with impunity—while expecting gratitude for the safety it “ensures.” A quick survey reveals death sentences meted out by state courts, federal courts, and military courts, and internationally by military drones that target both U.S. citizens and non-citizens. The extrajudicial killings by bureaucratic appendages of the state include police shootings, jail cell deaths, and deputized whiteness dispatching black teens. Physical deaths or killings coexist with devastating “penalties.” Those other penalties are administered for deviance, mundane drug offenses, property theft, and tragic assaults. Finally, there are the punishments against rebellions. This last category, which encompasses rebels and revolutionaries with lives shaped by responsibilities to confront injustice, is often diminished in its importance; hence, its transformative acts disappear from print or are rendered less viable because of the asymmetrical warfare waged against it. One need only recall the 1971 suppression of New York’s Attica Prison rebellion for human and civil rights.

State killings, the raw expression of state violence, are macroaggressions against life and community. Democracy’s microaggressions, the “other penalties,” are expressed in intimate state violence: the invasive incarceration practices that ravage the person without immediately killing his or her body. “Other penalties” is a synonym for trauma: “medical handcuffs” and drug stupors; captivity in mental and emotional wastelands; sterilization; vulnerability to (gang) rape while institutionalized; solitary confinement’s evisceration of the soul and neurological stability. In the face of death and other penalties, life responsibilities have included resistance to human rights abuses, lethal injections, auction block transactions, and the
caging and selling of human animals in the stock market of international commerce.

Life and other responsibilities embrace historical struggles against executioners and captors. Individual and shared lives are shaped by the political violence and terror we evade or witness, succumb to or survive. Our shared political memories of structural violence influence the political possibilities for a greater society. We would have to remember the power of resistance from the captive, not merely their victimization.

Captivity and victimization so commingle that one misses the nuanced political responses against injustice by those living lives of responsibility within and outside of formal prisons. A key responsibility is to the memory of resistance and the recall of agency among the wounded and dead despite the triumphal declaration of victory by those who administer the law.

Agency exists even in what is understood as defeat. Thus death and the other penalties never have the final word. Our history of rebellion against repression and captivity, where premature, violent death and torture are political phenomena designated for historically colonized or enslaved groups, is instructive.

Recall that the United States has, reportedly, engaged in only two mass executions. The first was in Mankato, Minnesota, during the 1862 Dakota war; there, the federal government and financial speculators vanquished indigenous fighters resisting starvation. President Abraham Lincoln shifted his attention from a very bloody killing field—a civil war fought for geographical integrity—to authorize the mass hanging of thirty-two indigenous fighters accused of murder (war) and rape (apparently fabricated to justify the executions). The government made a political point that enabled economic theft and profiteering to continue; its death sentences embodied both the immediate demise of resisters and the slow death by starvation of their families and kin. During the second mass execution in Houston, Texas, in 1917, the War Department deflected its attention from its newly declared war against Germany, and World War I, to exorcise black sovereign loyalty by hanging nineteen African American soldiers and imprisoning sixty-three with life sentences for rebelling against southern racial tyranny and causing the deaths of several whites who fought against black life.1

The historical ancestors in maroon camps, on reservations, in army camps seeking to either escape or belong to democracy’s manifest destiny reappear among the contemporary captives. Their proximity to death and other penalties shaped and shapes our political imagination and responses today. Captives have always led, intellectually and politically, al-
though some find it impractical to follow, or even publicly acknowledge this leadership. Nonetheless, it is important to hold accurate and responsible memories of the militancy that led to international or national trials and the public’s growing knowledge of state abuses.

*Death and Other Penalties* exemplifies living with responsibilities and diverse agencies, including those from the prison. This anthology works to resuscitate western democracy as something other than imperial and deadly. Here we read analyses, philosophies, memoirs, and epitaphs as the chapters in this book code or reformulate codes for living with responsibilities.

Contributors, imprisoned for decades or executed, render historical resistance—1862 Dakota; 1917 Houston—in real time. Russell “Maroon” Shoatz recovers maroon camps as freedom sites at democracy’s borders: “All that’s missing is the clarity that tells us that such an effort is needed, and the political will to struggle to build such a movement. The same way that the historical maroons set their sights on being free from chattel slavery, then developing the will to run away and struggling to stay free.”

Abu Ali Abdur’Rahman’s grief illustrates our wounded capacity for healing and struggle: “We come from abusive and destitute environments. Our lives were built on anger, fear, hatred and lack of love.” Ezat Tabatabaeian’s greeting at her execution reminds us of the transcendent ability to comfort in the face of physical, but not political, death: “Hello to all I have loved, I love and will love.”

*Death and Other Penalties* helps us to face responsibilities, not as burdens but as opportunities for steering democracy and our own lives beyond aggressions, manufactured death, and trauma toward new possibilities—toward life.